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Dear Andrew Martlew,

The University of Queensland has uploaded 1 new publications on your behalf to ResearcherID. To access these publications, please do the following:

1. Log into your ResearcherID account
2. Go to the Manage List page and select the Suggested Publications tab
3. For the publications presented, select any that you wish to add to your publication list. These items will now appear on your publication list; you can choose to make the publication list public or private.

You are receiving this alert because you have selected to be notified by email. ResearcherID will alert you by email when new items are added to the Suggested Publications tab of ResearcherID. If you wish to turn these alerts off, you can do this from the Manage Profile page in ResearcherID (requires login).

If you have any questions, please contact ResearcherID support http://scientific.thomson.com/support/.

Thank you,
The ResearcherID Team
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Document type: Journal Article
Workflow: Collection: ResearcherID Downloads (Testing)
Browse Collection: Lifetime and 12-month prevalence of DSM-III-R psychiatric disorders in the United States. Results from the National Comorbidity Survey

Author(s) BURROUGHS, JH BRADLEY, DDC BROWN, AR MARKS, RN MACKAY, K FRIEND, RH

Title LIGHT-EMITTING-DIODES BASED ON CONJUGATED POLYMERS

Journal name NATURE
Publication date 1990-10 Sub-type Article
Volume number 347 Issue number 6293 Start page 539 End page 541 Language eng (English)

History of changes to record #UQ:219533

Imported from ResearcherID F-5347-2010 by System User

Citation counts: 7229 times in Thomson Reuters Researcher ID
Access statistics: 0 Abstract Views - Detailed Statistics
Created: Tue, 02 Nov 2010, 09:01:42 EST - Detailed History
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- Gonzalez, Carlos A. (19)
- Trewhman, Mark (18)

Author ID Number
- Chanson, Hubert (537)
- Teombe, Luke (27)
- Trewhman, Mark (23)
- Gonzalez Rodriguez, Carlos A. (12)

Keywords
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- Turbulence (46)
- air bubble entrainment (31)
- stepped spillways (30)

Display Type
- Journal Article (289)
- Conference Paper (131)
- Department Technical Report (48)
- Book Chapter (19)
- Book (12)

Books (12)


Most cited publications:
1. Characteristics of undular hydraulic jumps - experimental apparatus and flow patterns
   - Times cited: 37 (Web of Science)
2. Characteristics of undular hydraulic jumps: Experiments and analysis
   - Times cited: 31 (Web of Science)
3. Air entrainment in the developing flow region of plunging jets 1. Experimental
   - Times cited: 29 (Web of Science)
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